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1. Vinashakshiri manoharasancha aste de shyu? Vinashakshira vaakhir e ane shuruchcho noon parshan karhe. 20

2. Bhanv Vinashana swadhyay e ane bhanvVinashakshir aavashyak utpap karne. 20

3. Shasanalak Vinashan aste de shyu? Shasanalak Vinashakshana tamarshak bharo. 20

4. Saamajik Vinashan aste de shyu? Tene aavas kartha chaunte chami. 20

5. Vashisht Vinashane aavas kartha pariparabon parshno, tene aavasthitavkar bhr. 20

6. Natik Vinashan ane tene aavasthaton bhr. 20

7. Vyavsay parshno ane vyavsaith samadhyojano aavas kartha parishno bhr. 20

8. Voodavastaba tathaa shairedik-manasik parivartano parshno. 20
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Instructions: (1) As per the instruction no. 1 of page no. 1. (2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

1 What is developmental psychology? Discuss the characteristics and fields of development. 20

OR

1 Discuss the nature and obstructing factors in human development. 20

2 What is cognitive development? Describe the stages of creative thinking. 20

OR

2 What is social development? Describe its affecting factors. 20

3 Describe the affecting factors of speech development, discuss its errors. 20

OR

3 Describe the moral development and its stages. 20

4 Discuss job selection and the affecting factors of vocational adjustment. 20

OR

4 Describe the physical and mental changes in old age. 20

5 Describe the physical disabilities of development. 20

OR

5 Describe the learning disabilities. 20